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Clinical trials of preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP) using antiretroviral medications have demonstrated success in preventing HIV infection among at-risk populations. Oral PrEP regimens containing the nucleotide and nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF) and emtricitabine (FTC) are highly effective among adherent study participants [1–4]. Studies of dosing patterns from clinical trials indicate increased PrEP efficacy is associated with greater adherence to oral daily dosing regimens [5,6]. However, measuring adherence for persons taking oral PrEP regimens is challenging and has relied primarily on self-report [7]. Laboratory methods of determining adherence to antiretroviral drug regimens involve mass spectrometry analyses of accumulated drug metabolites in hair or blood specimens [8,9]. These assays provide reliable measures of cumulative drug exposure predictive of protection against HIV, yet are technologically complex and expensive. The availability of rapid, inexpensive, and noninvasive methods to assess adherence to PrEP regimens would allow for opportunities to provide timely feedback regarding individual adherence. TDF and FTC are metabolized and excreted primarily in urine [10], and urine tenofovir (TFV) has recently been used to indicate PrEP adherence in an individual using chewed Truvada (TDF/FTC) [11]. Therefore, we sought to determine whether urine might provide a specimen type amenable to development of noninvasive methods to measure PrEP drug exposure.

Urine and peripheral blood were collected from 23 MSM on day 8 after taking daily oral Truvada (Gilead Sciences, Inc., Foster City, California, USA) for 7 consecutive days, and 10 MSM not taking Truvada as controls. TFV and FTC were measured in blood plasma and urine specimens by liquid chromatography mass spectrometry using methodology similar to that previously described with a lower limit of quantification of 10 ng/ml [12]. Standard
curves were prepared by spiking solutions of known TFV and FTC concentration into normal human urine diluted 1 : 100 in 0.2% formic acid. Participant urine specimens were diluted 1 : 100 in 0.2% formic acid to obtain measurements within the linear range of the standard curve. Intracellular metabolites tenofovir diphosphate and FTC triphosphate were measured in methanol extracts of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) as previously described [13].

Urine TFV and FTC were detected in specimens from 22 of 23 participants prescribed daily oral Truvada and none of the 10 control participants. Blood plasma and PBMC specimens collected from the person without detectable urine TFV and FTC did not contain detectable TFV, FTC, or metabolites. Urine TFV (median: 24 000 ng/ml, range: 3000–176 000 ng/ml) and FTC (median: 72 000 ng/ml, range: 8000–761 000 ng/ml) concentrations for persons with detectable drug were much greater than plasma TFV (median: 54 ng/ml, range: 17–164 ng/ml) and FTC (median: 280 ng/ml, range: 11–1610 ng/ml) concentrations (Fig. 1a). The median ratio of urine to paired plasma concentrations for each antiretroviral drug was variable yet extremely high (TFV median: 443 : 1, range: 62 : 1–1523 : 1; FTC median: 308 : 1, range: 28 : 1–2316 : 1). Urine TFV and FTC concentrations correlated with each other (Spearman’s rank order $\rho =0.625$, $P=0.002$). Additionally, urine FTC correlated with plasma FTC concentrations (Spearman’s rank order $\rho =0.605$, $P=0.004$, Fig. 1b), but urine TFV did not correlate with plasma TFV concentrations ($\rho =0.106$, $P>0.05$, Fig. 1c). Urine TFV and FTC concentrations did not correlate with corresponding intracellular metabolites in PBMCs ($P>0.05$, data not shown).

In this study of persons prescribed daily oral Truvada, we observed complete concordance in detection of drugs between urine and plasma, indicating detection of TFV and FTC in urine predicts detection in plasma. Similarly, absence of detectable urine drug in one study participant appears to predict lack of adherence to study medication as TFV, FTC, or their metabolites were not detected in additional specimens. We measured TFV and FTC in diluted urine specimens allowing for potential use of urine as a noninvasive specimen requiring minimal preparation prior to analysis. Microgram concentrations of TFV and FTC in urine were markedly greater than plasma concentrations observed here or in saliva as previously reported [14,15], and may allow for use of less sensitive methods for detection of antiretroviral medications. Rapid diagnostic tests are currently used to screen urine for drugs such as cocaine and opiates with limits of detection as low as 25 ng/ml [16] that are far lower than the TFV or FTC concentrations observed here. Although development of rapid detection methods able to specifically distinguish nucleoside analogs from endogenous nucleosides may be technologically challenging, high concentrations of antiretroviral drugs in urine could allow for less specific methodology to detect drug presence. Urine FTC, but not TFV, concentrations correlated to those observed in plasma, which may reflect differing metabolic properties, such as the shorter plasma half-life of FTC compared with TFV [10] or renal expression of transporters organic anion transporter 1 and multidrug resistance-associated protein 4 specifically involved in TFV excretion [17], but also suggest quantitation of urine FTC may predict plasma FTC concentrations. Urine drug concentrations did not correlate with intracellular metabolites in PBMCs that have markedly longer half-lives than those observed in plasma and accumulate to steady state levels indicative of protection [8,10]. Therefore, similar to plasma, urine may not provide accurate
measurement of cumulative drug exposure, but may provide utility in detection of recent drug exposure.

The study was limited to a cross-sectional analysis of urine drug concentrations for MSM prescribed Truvada for seven days, indicative of persons adherent to daily oral PrEP dosing. Although participants were asked to take their final dose the night prior to their study visit, data were not collected regarding the time between the previous dose and specimen collection. Therefore, we were unable to define the length of time between a previous dose and lack of detection in urine. Additionally, information regarding fluid intake and urine osmolality was not collected, which may affect absolute concentrations of antiretroviral drugs. Although urine may not provide adherence measures predictive of protection similar to drug metabolites in blood, it may provide a noninvasive indicator of recent exposure similar to plasma. As oral PrEP dosing regimens continue to be evaluated in clinical trials and implemented in clinical practice, adherence to prescribed dosing is critical for PrEP efficacy. Development of rapid measures of adherence to PrEP regimens using noninvasive specimens such as urine can be used to provide individual feedback regarding adherence.
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Fig. 1. TFV and FTC concentrations in urine compared to plasma following seven days of oral Truvada

TFV (white boxes) and FTC (gray boxes) concentrations were measured in urine and plasma specimens collected from MSM (a). Urine FTC concentrations correlate with plasma concentrations in paired specimens (b). TFV urine concentrations were compared with plasma concentrations in paired specimens (c). FTC, emtricitabine; TFV, tenofovir.